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Letter From
The Organizers
Hello everyone and thanks for joining us at
TEDxRoseburg!
A big virtual welcome to you! We sure wish we
could be welcoming you in person and never
anticipated this event would be virtually held
but never fear! Our team has been planning this
for months and have done our absolutely best
to make this virtual event feel like you’re here
with us.
You'll hear 12 speakers today who were carefully
chosen from a vast group of applicants, one
musician, who even wrote a song for this event,
and 2 videos produced by members of our
community. What you see on the stage today
has been thought of and rehearsed for
countless hours to present you today.
This event will be on-demand at
TEDxRoseburg.com shortly after the event has
ended. So if you weren’t able to catch a talk,
you can watch it shortly after the event has
ended. Check back around June on
the TEDxRoseburg Facebook page for a
notification of when the final, edited talks are
available to view.
This year’s theme is “Ripples”. We believe that
the talks presented during the event are the first
stone cast into the pond of ideas. Each talk was
chosen because we believe it has the ability to
spread well beyond itself and grow to make a
big impact in communities within and beyond
our own. We hope what you hear today will
inspire you to take whatever next action that is
in your own life.
Once again, we are blown away by the support
and encouragement we’ve received. Thank you!
You’ve solidified one hundred times over what
this theme can really mean by doing something
to help, whether that was becoming a sponsor,
giving a talk, helping with our communication
efforts, or giving your feedback to us. This event
is for you.
Andre and Aaron Larsen
Organizers of TEDxRoseburg
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Ross Anderson

To Grasp at Meaning
Ross Anderson earned a Ph.D. in education
leadership from the University of Oregon in
2019. He is principal researcher at Inflexion,
an education research and strategy consulting
group. Ross is also a founder of Creative
Engagement Lab, a design lab focused on
cultivating creative development across the
lifespan.
Ross has written more than 20 published articles
and book chapters on creative development, arts
integration in schools, educational change and
student agency. He is a well-known consultant
and author on developing educational.
In his talk, Ross shows how metaphor
and gesture are cross-cultural forms of
communication all over the world and are used
to simplify and represent abstract concepts and
experiences.
Ross demonstrates the fascinating potential of
creative gesture and metaphor in learning and
life, as we all grasp to make meaning of the
world we live in.
Ripple Connection
A gestures can shift cultures and transform
commitments.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases.
Climbing Trees > Capoiera > Gesture
Describe Yourself in 3 Words
Octopus, Embodied, Enthusiastic
Favorite TED Talk
“How to Find a Wonderful Idea” by OK Go

10:25

Halie Cousineau

What a Seed Can Grow
Halie Cousineau just finished a year of
Americorps service as School Garden
Coordinator for Douglas County.
With her passion for education and sustainable
agriculture, Cousineau’s talk will guide listeners
through her year in the Umpqua Valley, and
how she affected thousands of lives through a
state-wide seed distribution program she started
through Oregon State University.
Cousineau advocates education for young
students that will help them gain gardening skills
and learn to grow their own food. Cousineau will
discuss her approach to applied learning through
gardening education starting at a young age.
Cousineau emphasizes the importance of
changing the current education system by
challenging it to integrate applied learning
through garden education to help teach core
curriculum.
A native of New England, Cousineau earned a
master’s degree in international studies focusing
on Southeast Asia and hopes to someday found
an international nonprofit.
Ripple Connection
Giving can spark more than you ever
anticipated.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases.
Applied Learning > Sustainable Agriculture >
Education
Describe Yourself in 3 Words
Happy, Adventurous, Driven
Favorite TED Talk
“Making the Jump” Gavin McClurg

11:10
Jane Marino

Collaboration in
Nature
What do humans, ants and badgers have in
common? Zoologist Jane Marino takes you
on a global journey exploring the benefits of
collaboration in the animal kingdom. Discover
how to change your life by finding inspiration in
your own backyard.
Jane is a zookeeper and zoo educator with
a deep passion for wildlife conservation and
husbandry. A native of Ohio who emigrated to
California in 2014, Jane has worked at Wildlife
Safari since early 2020.
With more than 12 years’ experience caring
for animals large and small, Jane’s interactive
animal programs both educate and inspire
audiences. She has traveled the globe
conducting research and volunteering with a
wide variety of species – including working with
macaws and capuchins in the Amazon, rescuing
and rehabilitating Asian elephants in Thailand
and releasing baby sea turtles in Costa Rica.
Ripple Connection
We can learn from the natural communities
around us.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases.
World Traveler > Zookeeper > Collaboration in
Nature
Describe Yourself in 3 Words
Headstrong, Compassionate, Adventurous
Favorite TED Talk
“The Power of Introverts” Susan Cain

11:30
Haley Smith

Banking on the Future
How Saving Seed Can
Save Us All
Haley Smith is seed program coordinator for
the U.S. Forest Service at its Dorena Genetic
Resource Center near Cottage Grove. In her
six years at Dorena, she has grown difficult and
rare species and has researched seed-storage
protocols. Prior to working at Dorena, Haley’s
research projects included, among others, soil
ecology in surface coal mines
Haley will explain how seed dormancy can lock
seeds in time, and the many ways seed banks
capitalize off seed dormancy to solve problems
around the world. Explore the inner workings of
seed banks across the world and the impressive
diversity of seed. From pine trees on icy
summits to corn grown on Cherokee reservation,
seed scientists are saving the world by saving
seed.
And it all starts with a knowledge of the many
complex ways of how seeds work.
Ripple Connection
A handful of seed can impact generations.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases.
Oklahoman > Researcher > Healthy Ecosystems
Self-description
Describe Yourself in 3 Words
Humorous, Gritty, Thoughtful
Favorite TED Talk
“The Danger of a Single Story” Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie

12:05
Susan Rochester
An Inconvenient
Line

Susan Rochester has been obsessed with maps
and borders since childhood.
Born in Southern California, Susan moved
to Oregon while in elementary school. She
has been a photographer since age 12, and
worked commercially before turning to fine arts
pursuits two decades ago. She holds bachelor’s
and master’s degrees in art history from the
University of Oregon.
In recent years, Susan tried to find a paper map
depicting the entire length of the U.S.-Mexico
border. When she couldn’t find what she had
in mind, she decided to make one herself. The
project transformed her art as she tried to better
understand how the border defines, constrains
and alters relations between neighbors.
Susan is associate professor of art at Umpqua
Community College, where she teaches art
history, book arts, and painting.
Ripple Connection
Communities plus actions have lasting impact.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases.
Oregon Artist > Draws New Maps > Redefines
Lines
Describe Yourself in 3 Words
Inquisitive, Passionate, Persistent
Favorite TED Talk
“The Beauty of Human Skin in Every Color” by
Angélica Dass

12:25
Danielle Costa

A Race Against Time:
The Key to
Reading Fluency
Learning to be fluent in nearly any skill does
not need to be time-consuming and laborious.
In her talk, Danielle Costa demonstrates how
incorporating methods developed in the fields
of neurology and behavior science can help
anyone achieve fluency more rapidly than more
traditional methods.
Costa has helped hundreds of students of all
ages become fluent in reading, writing and
math with nothing more than a stopwatch and a
pencil.
Danielle is founder and director of Learning
Matters, a private educational center that serves
children struggling academically.
Learning Matters opened in 2011 as a Precision
Teaching learning center that focuses on
building fluency and accelerating growth in
students of all abilities in math, reading and
writing.
Danielle has worked in classrooms and small
group instruction at Morningside Academy a
Seattle nonprofit. She has taught math, reading
and writing intervention classes at Umpqua
Valley Christian School.
Ripple Connection
Change illiteracy, change the world.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases.
Dyslexic Daughter > Precision Teaching > Kids
Succeeding
Describe Yourself in 3 Words
Dedicated, Encouraging, Positive
Favorite TED Talk
“The Power of Introverts” Susan Cain

13:45
Stephanie Newman
How to Prevent
Your Child’s
Digital Kidnapping

If you love to share about your child online,
you may soon think twice about doing so.
Companies (both legitimate and illegal) are
sweeping and storing your child’s data from
seemingly harmless social media posts. The
consequences for these future adults are
staggering -- from identity theft to affecting job
and school applications.
Entertainer and educator Steph Newman
experienced one bizarre baby identity theft that
led her to a discovery you must hear to help
prevent your own child’s digital kidnapping.
Steph is an actor who has performed with the
Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Portland Center
for the Performing Arts and many other theaters.
She is active in local public affairs and teaches
kindergarten at Winchester Elementary.
As a business owner and host of a podcast,
Steph loves the power of social media; as a
mom and teacher, she despises it.
Ripple Connection
Children deserve autonomy from your
social media.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases.
Social Media Junkie > Mother > Children’s
Privacy Rights
Describe Yourself in 3 Words
Dedicated, Positive, Kind
Favorite TED Talk
“What Tech Companies Know About Your
Children” Veronica Barassi

14:05
Rebekah Melton

Creating a Culture of
Volunteerism and
Community-minded Youth
Toddlers as young as 18 months have
demonstrated an innate urge to help strangers
in need. Young children smile with pride when
they are selected by their teacher to be a helper,
handing out materials to their classmates.
But somewhere on the path to adulthood, not
everyone retains that urge to help others or the
glowing sense of pride found in an act of service.
How will this affect the future of society?
Rebekah Melton, a licensed school psychologist
practicing in Douglas County, explores how
parents, teachers, mentors and other community
members can contribute to maintaining a culture
of volunteerism and socially concerned youth.
Rebekah earned a graduate degree in school
psychology from the Graduate Counseling
Education Program at George Fox University.
She holds a bachelor’s degree in psychology
from Bushnell University in Eugene.
Ripple Connection
Volunteer cultures are stronger socially.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases.
School Psychologist > Community Volunteer >
Change Agent for Youth
Describe Yourself in 3 Words
Thoughtful, Tenacious, Complex
Favorite TED Talk
“The Power of Introverts” Susan Cain

14:50
Bob Dannenhoffer,
MD
Silver Linings of the
COVID-19 Pandemic

For all the horrors associated with COVID, the
pandemic has produced some positives, says
Roseburg pediatrician Bob Dannenhoffer. Two
of them are a decline in prematurity and much
improved conditions for marine mammals. Can
we envision and perhaps attain a new and
better “normal?” Dr. Dannenhoffer offers his
perspective.
Dr. Dannenhoffer grew up in New York City and
completed his medical school training at Albany
Medical College and his pediatric residency
at Massachusetts General Hospital. He then
served in the U.S. Navy.
He has practiced pediatrics in Roseburg since
1989. In addition to his medical practice, Dr.
Dannenhoffer has been vice president for clinical
effectiveness at Mercy Medical Center, and
president of the Oregon Medical Association. He
is currently Douglas County Health Officer.
In his off hours, Dr. Dannenhoffer enjoys
reading, gardening, spending time with his family
and training for his next triathlon.
Ripple Connection
We’re learning new things in this pandemic.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases..
Medicine > Preparedness > COVID-19
DescribeYourself in 3 Words
Inquisitive, Energetic, Fearless
Favorite TED Talk
“How We’ll Stop Polio For Good” Bruce Aylward

15:10
Juliete Palenshus
Creating a Culture of
Well-Being

With well-being on a downtrend in communities
across the country, holding steady is a success.
But what about reversing the trend?
Juliete Palenshus advocates challenging health
destiny and creating a new culture of well-being.
In her talk, Juliete describes layers of wellness
that come together to create a cultural shift, like
nudges at the physical level across sectors,
living “on purpose,” authentic relationships and
beyond.
Juliete is engagement director for Blue Zones
Project-Umpqua, executive director of UC-VEG,
a community advisory councilor for the Umpqua
Health Alliance and a member of the Umpqua
Valley Arts Association Board of Directors.
Juliete is a graduate of Central Washington
University where she earned a bachelor’s
degree in international relations. Her
professional background includes government,
social services and nonprofit management.
Ripple Connection
Only together can we create a vibrant and
thriving community!
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases.
Conscious Family > Community Service >
Change Maker
DescribeYourself in 3 Words
Passion, Presence, Engagement
Favorite TED Talk
“Pedagogy of the Decolonizing” Quetzals
Carson

15:55

Samantha Starns
Elope Your Life

An adventure elopement photographer and
author of the book “Elope Your Life,” Sam Starns
challenges us to turn the traditional definition of
elopement on its head.
She elaborates on how the microcosm of
weddings and the decision to elope can be used
to transform every area of our lives.
With compelling imagery, statistics and real-life
examples, Sam shows us how societal norms
and expectations distract us from our statistical
uniqueness and keep us from true life fulfillment
that reaches far beyond our wedding.
With nearly a decade of wedding experience,
Sam has traveled to numerous states and
countries for elopements to jumpstart the
transformation for real change and fulfillment.
She has also spoken about uniqueness, eloping
and the “comparison game” at International
Women’s Day Detroit as well as on regional and
national TV/radio across the United States.
Ripple Connection
Lead an authentic and unapologetic life.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases.
Explorer > Adventure Elopement Photographer
> Empowerer
Describe Yourself in 3 Words
Free-spirited/fun, Dramatic, Bold
Favorite TED Talk
“The Danger of a Single Story” Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie

16:15

Robert Johnson
Fairly Unfair

Forever, humans have justifiably struggled with
the concept of fairness. Fairness is one of the
paramount elements of society, and the absence
of it can disrupt life.
In his talk, Robert Johnson asks his audience to
rethink how to deal with difficult circumstances.
Robert demonstrates how embracing
“unfairness” can help people overcome difficult
challenges.
Robert is a Roseburg lawyer who has spoken
professionally in Oregon and around the country.
With charisma and charm, he takes audiences
on a riveting journey, weaving an effective
message of lasting effect.
When he is not in the courtroom or in front of a
crowd, Robert is an assistant boys basketball
coach at Roseburg High and has been involved
in many community service projects. But his best
time is that spent with his wife, Krista, and their
two children.
Ripple Connection
Distinguishing unfairness gives you the power
to persevere.
3 Words
Describe your ripple-effect journey to the
TEDxRoseburg carpet in 3 words/short phrases..
Destitute > Opportunity > Realization
Describe Yourself in 3 Words
Calculated, Charismatic, Compassionate
Favorite TED Talk
“Why Do So Many Incompetent Men Become
Leaders?” Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic

THE POWER OF A SMILE
Orthodontics is more than just straightening
teeth. It’s about the ripple effect that one
small change – like changing your smile – can
have on your self-esteem, your confidence,
your relationships, your happiness, and so
much more. At Current Orthodontics, we
believe everyone deserves a great smile. We
make people all over our community love their
smiles by providing exceptional orthodontic
care. It’s a mission we take pride in because
when we can help someone fall in love with
their smile, they’re more likely to follow
their dreams, make someone’s day, and help
others in need. After all, the greatest smiles
always come from the heart. And at Current
Orthodontics, we put a lot of heart into every
smile we create.

DR. JON
PETERSEN

500 SE DOUGLAS AVE | ROSEBURG, OR 97470

(541) 672-5721

www.currentorthodontics.com
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Any closer, and
YOU’D be lunch!

Minutes off I-5 · Exit 119
www.WildlifeSafari.net

Say goodbye to “business as usual.”
Most people see software as a tool to
get things done. We see see it as a way to
change lives. By adding humanity back to
business, our goal is to help entrepreneurs
build businesses of freedom so they can
make their biggest impact...one lead at a time.
Learn more at Carrot.com/about
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Special thanks to Shutterstock for
their in-kind partnership.
shutterstock.com

130 years of being
here for you
When we opened our doors more than 130 years ago, we
set out to always do the right thing for our clients and local
communities. That means no matter what the world throws at
us or how long it lasts, we’re here to help you stay focused on
your goals and come out stronger on the other side.
Our enthusiasm as volunteers and financial supporters to people,
neighborhoods and organizations has a ripple effect in every
market we serve. We’re committed to helping local businesses
and individuals thrive in Roseburg, Eugene and Cottage Grove.
Contact us to see how we can support your success.
Roseburg
350 NE Garden Valley Blvd • 541-440-2651
Cottage Grove
25 Gateway Blvd • 541-942-3331
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